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Introduction

In the present paper we address the question whether the Polyakov sum over random
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surfaces [1] yields in the range 1 < d < 25 a consistent relativistic quantum mechanics of
1-dim extended objects. Within the Feynman path integral formulation the problem is to
compute the Polyakov sum over all string trajectories starting and ending at prescribed
string configurations and then to analyse the quantum mechanical content of the object

FIRST QUANTIZED NONCRITICAL RELATIVISTIC
POLYAKOV STRING

obtained. Our motivation for considering the problem of the first quanl.ized noncritical
Polyakov string in this form is twofold. First the problem has its ovn interest as a
nontrivial example of application of the covariant functional quantizati- ri techniques in
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the case of anomalous gauge theory. Secondly a well developed first quantized siring
in the functional formulation may shed new light on the long-standing problem of the
interacting string theory in the physical dimension. The latter problem has recently
received a considerable attention partly stimulated by the great progress which has been
achieved over the last few years in the noncriticai Polyakov string in dimensions d < 1
and d = 2 [2]. Although there are some interesting attempts [3, 4] to go beyond the c = [
barrier still very little is known about the Polyakov model in the most interesting range
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quantum mechanics of relativistic 1-dim extended objects in the range 1 < d < 25. In
particular, the BDHP string propagator is exactly calculated for arbitrary initial and final
string configurations and the Hilbert spaoe of physical states of noncritical BDHP string
is explicitly constructed. The resulting theory is equivalent to the Fairlie-Chodos-Thorn
massive string model. In contrast to the conventional conformal field theory approach
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1 < d < 25.
Since the existence of the consistent quantum models of the free noncritical relativistic
string is an old and well known fact [5, 6] it is probably in order to explain what kind of
new insight one can get considering the path integral quantization of the free Polyakov
string in the position representation. For that purpose we shall briefly consider two
possible strategies of constructing noncritical string theory based on two equivalent but
conceptually different formulations of the critical theory. For the sake of simplicity in all
further considerations the open bosonic string in the flat Minkowski space is assumed.
In the so called Polyakov covariant approach the interacting critical string theory is
formulated in terms of on-shell Euclidean amplitudes given by the Poiyakov sum over
surfaces with appropriate vertex insertions. The relativistic S-matrix in this approach
is defined by analytic continuation in the momenta of external states. In the coriformaJ
gauge the amplitudes can be expressed as correlators of the 2-dim conformal field theory
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(the tensor product of 26 copies of the free scalar field) integrated over moduli spaces of
corresponding Riemann surfaces [7]. In this form the Potyakov formulation can be seen

v

as a modern rovaxiant version of the old dual model construction [8] and allows for the

with the world-sheets of relativistic 1-dim extended objects interacting by joining and

straightforward generalization to arbitrary 2-dim confoimal field theory with the central

splitting is far from being obvious. The equivalence of the two conceptually different

charge c = 26. In contrast to the commonly used terminology we will call this formulation

methods of constructing amplitudes in the critical theory is based on two facts. First of

the critical Polyakov dual model.

all due to the conformal invariance, the light cone diagram can be regarded as a special

The second independent approach starts with the quantum mechanics of the rela-

uniformization of the corresponding punctured Riemann surface. This in particular means

tivistic free string. The full interacting theory is based on the simple picture of local

that the singularities of the world-sheet in the Minkowski target space corresponding to

"joining-splitting" interaction. For example, the open strings can interact by joining their

the joining or splitting points are inessential. Secondly the parameters of this diagram

cud points and merging into a single one or by splitting a single string into two. tt is

yield a unique cover of the corresponding moduli space [10]. Note that the construction

assumed that no particular interaction occurs at joining or splitting points. The string

of the light cone diagram as well as the range of its characteristic parameters are uniquely

amplitude for a given process is denned as a sum over all possible evolutions of the system,

determined by the causal propagation of joining and splitting strings in the Minkowski

liach evolution in this sum is represented by a world-sheet in the Minkowski target space

target space. It is otie of the fundamental and nontrivial features of the critical string

describing ca.iisa.lly ordered processes of joining and splitting atid contributing the factor

theory that the basic postulates of the relativistic quantum theory can be cast in a compact,

s

c' where S is the classical string action. In contrast to the critical Polyakov dual model
we call this formulation the critical relativistic string theory.
The second approach is in fact known only in the case of the Nambu-Goto critical string

form of modular invariance in the Euclidean formulation.
With the two equivalent formulation of the critical string theory there arc two possible
ways to go beyond d=26.

in the light-cone gauge [9]. The advantage of this gauge is that all restrictions imposed

The first one is to construct an appropriate generalization of the critical Polyakov

by the causality and locality principles of the relativistic quantum theory can be easily

dual model taking into account the conformal anomaly. In the covariant continuous

implemented in the path integral representation of the amplitudes and the unitarity of the

formulation developed in [12] it yields the noncritical Polyakov dual model given bv some

S-matrix is manifest. The string amplitudes obtained within this approach are Lorentz

2-dim conformal field theory with the central charge c coupled to the conformal Liouville

covariant at the critical dimension and reproduce the amplitudes of the old dual models.

theory with the central charge 26 - c, The scheme of constructing dual amplitudes is the

The main difference in these approaches consists in their fundamental organizing prin-

same as in the critical theory - they are given by correlators of vertex operators with the

ciples. While in the case of the Polyakov dual model this is the principle of conformal

conforms! weight 1. Vertices with this property are built from the conformal operators

invariHiice, in the case of the relativistic string theory one starts with the fundamental

of the matter sector by gravitational dressing. By construction these amplitudes are

principles of the quantum mechanics of 1-dim extended relativistic systems.

conformally invariant.

The equivalence between the critical Polyakov dual model and the Mandelstam light

The basic problem of the conventional approach sketched above is the famous c = 1

cone critical relativistic string theory, conjectured for a long .ime, has been proved few

barrier which manifests itself in the appearance of complex critical exponents in the range

years ago [10, 11]. This is one of the deepest and probably not fully appreciated results

1 < c < 25. This is commonly interpreted as a manifestation of the tachyon instability

of the modern string theory. Strictly speaking this equivalence is the only known way

[13, 14], although a precise mechanism of this phenomenon in the continuum approach

by which one can give the stringy interpretation to the critical Polyakov dual model and

is still unknown. In the case of the matter sector given by d-copies of the free scalar

prove the uuitarity of its relativistic S-matrix.

fields the noncritical Polyakov dual model can be seen as a theory of random surfaces

Let us stress that in spite of the suggestive picture of Riemann surfaces in the Euclidean,

in the Euclidean d-dim target space. With this interpretation it can be analysed by

target space (emphasized in almost every introductory text on string theory) the relation

random triangulation techniques [15]. The numerical simulations suggest the branched

polymer phase [4] which partly justifies the results of the continuum approach. Also the

The part of the diagram drawn in solid lines corresponds to the existing and well de-

matrix model constructions designed to capture the range 1 < c < 25 [3] indicate the

veloped models and relations. Shadows of some boxes indicate the matrix model versions

polymerization of surfaces.

of the corresponding continuous models. We have also included the so called critical 2-dim

The second possible way to construct the interacting string theory in the range 1 <

string models arising from the interpretation of the Liouville field in the c = 1 noncritical

d < 25 is to follow the basic idea of the critical relativistic string theory (in the sense

Polyakov dual models as the space-time coordinate in the target space [16]. With this

assumed in this paper). According to the brief description givua above it consists of two

interpretation they could be placed somewhere between the noncritical Polyakov dual

steps : the relativistic quantum mechanics of 1-dim extended objects and the derivation of

mode.1 and the noncritical relativistic string theory.

scattering amplitudes from the simple geometrical picture of joining-splitting interaction.

There is a number of interesting questions making the problem of constructing the

I •]) to our knowledge this possibility remains completely unexplored. In fact all the recent

missing part of the diagram above worth pursuing. One of them is whether the results

achievements in noncriticai string theory rely entirely on the noncritical Polyakov dual

indicating strong instability of the noncritical Polyakov dual model (or branched polymer

model.

nature of random surfaces) apply to the noncritical relativistic string theory. Clearly the

Taking the risk of missing important results in the rapidly developing field of research
one can summarize the current state of affairs in the following diagram .

answer depends on whether the equivalence between the Polyakov dual mode] and the
relalivistic string theory holds in noncritica! dimensions. The necessary condition for the
positive answer is the conformal invariance of the noncritical string amplitudes. If this

critical
relativistic
string theory

critical
Polyakov
dua1 model
d- 26

condition is not satisfied or more generally if the equivalence does not hold there is still
room for a consistent relativistic string theory in the physical dimensions, although it is
hard to expect that the amplitudes of such theory will be dual. On the other hand if the
equivalence holds it would provide the relativistic string interpretation of the noncritical

Liouvillr gravity
coupled to

Polyakov dual model, justifying commonly used stringy terminology which up to now is

r< 1
conforms! matter

merely based on the equivalence in the critical dimension.

Liouville gravity
coupled to
e= I
conformal matter

Our main motivation to the present paper was to provide the first step toward the
construction of the noncritical relativistic string theory. The path integral quantizal ion of
the Polyakov string in the position representation is especially convenient for this purpose.

c — 1 barrier

In fact it is the most suitable formalism for implementing the idea of "joining-splitting"
interaction. As we shall see this approach allows for constructing the quantum theory
critical
string theory

without the assumption of the conformal symmetry and the equivalence mentioned above
is a nontriviat and well posed problem.
The first quantized noncritical BDHP string is essentially the problem of quantization

random surfaces
1 < d < 25

noncritical
relativistic
string theory
1 < d < 25

of the anomalous theory. Within the Feynman path integral approach the idea is to
formulate the quantum theory entirely in terms of the path integral over trajectories in
the configuration space without referring to the canonical phase space analysis. In the
case of model without anomaly such formulation must of course reproduce other methods

of quantization. Applying this scheme to the model with anomaly one may hope that

conformal invariance. The key point of our derivation is the exact calculation of the

the resulting patl integrals still can be given some meaning so it will make sense to ask

transition amplitude between two arbitrary string configurations. This is done by an

about the consistency of the quantum theory derived in this way. In particular, in the

appropriate extension of the space of states and and then by translating the problem into

rase under consideration the conformal anomaly manifests itself in in the appearance of

an operator language. The Virasoro algebra of constraints arises as a set of consistency

the effective action for the conformal factor. The functional measure in the resulting path

conditions of this method. As far as the theory of random surfaces is concerned there is

integral can be dealt with in a similar way as in the noncritical Polyakov dual model

no reason for introducing the full set of constraints. However if we assume the relativistic

[17]. The difference (and also the complication) is that we are considering the sum over

interpretation of the model at hand the additional constraints acquire a physical meaning

roctangular-like surfaces connecting prescribed string configurations in the d-dim target

- they can be seen as a consequence of the general kinematical requirement which must

space which brings new effects related with the boundary conditions.

be satisfied by wave functional of any quantum mechanics of relativistic 1-dim extended

The main result of the present paper is that in the case of the open bosonic string

system. This indicates a difference between random surfaces and relativistic string theory.

described by the BDHP action the method sketched above yields a consistent relativistic

The general (Euclidean) path integral over surfaces with fixed boundaries is given by the

(|iiantuin mechanics of 1-dim extended objects. The resulting theory coincides with the 20

model with hopelessly complicated boundary interaction. In a sense the relativistic string

years old Fairlie-Ohodos-Thorn (FCT) model of the free massive string [6]. In the radial

theory requires a very special type of this integral. The general theory of random surfaces

Aauge the massive string is given by the following realization of the Virasoro algebra

with fixed boundaries is much more complicated and yet to be solved problem.
The organization of the paper is as folSows. In Section 2 we review the full scheme of the
covariant functional quantization of the critical string in the Schrodinger re, rrsentatioti.

l)Q0n

(1)

The material included has introductory character and serves as an illustration of the
methods used in the following. The reason for a rather lengthy form of this section is
twofold. First of all, although the main idea of Feynman's quantization is well known,

In the Liouville sector thif is the standard imaginary background charge realization

we are not aware of a self-contained presentation of this technique in the case of gauge

lomniimly used in the noncritical Polyakov dual models [18]. The main difference con-

models with reparameterization invariance, in particular in the form suitable for the

sist, in (he hermicity properties of the operators involved. In contrast to the standard

quantization of the relativistic string. By self-contained we mean no only path integral

construction of the Feigin-Fuchs modules [19] one has

representation of the transition amplitude (which is well known in the case of the critical
string propagator [20, 21]) but also the construction of the Hilbert space of states and
the derivation of the physical state conditions from the "classical data": the space of

?) + =ft + i0

•

(2)

trajectories and the variational principle given by the classical action.

As ft consequeisce the structure of the tachyonic states is similar to that of the critica!

Secondly a large part of the analysis given in Sect.2 applies without changes in the

siring - there are no excited tachyonic states in the spectrum of the free noncritical

case of noncritical string which is of our main interest. This concerns in particular the

Polyakov string.

geometry of the space of trajectories (Subsect.2.1), the construction of the space of states

There arc some points in our derivation we would like to emphasize. First of all,

(Subsect.2.2) and the proper choice of boundary conditions in the matter and in the confor-

in contrast to the noncritical Polyakov dual model, the derivation is independent of the

mal factor sectors. The last issue is crucial for the consistent path integral representation

techniques of 2-dim conformal field theory and does not rely on the principle of the

of the transition amplitude (the open string propagator) constructed in Subsect.2.3.

In Subsect.2.4 we derive the part of physical state conditions related to the constraints

The resulting algebra of constraints yields the FCT massive string model [6]. Finally in

linear in momenta. Within the presented approach they are given by generators of the

Subsect.2.4 we provide the explicit DDF construction of the physical states of this model,

unitary realization of the residual gauge symmetry. In Subsect.2.5 the transition ampli-

which gives a simple proof of the no-ghost theorem,

tude between the states satisfying constraints linear in momenta is calculated and the

Section 4 contains the discussion of the results obtained. A comparison with the

secorid part of the physical state conditions related to the constraints quadratic in mo-

noncriticat Polyakov dual model is given and the open problems of the first quantized

menta is derived. One of these constraints - the on-mass-shell condition is encoded in the

noncr^tical reiativistic string are reviewed. We conclude this section by a brief discussion

transition amplitude. The rest can be regarded as a consequence of the general kinemati-

of the choice of vanishing cosmological constant in the interacting theory.

cal requirement men! 'ned above. Finally the fuil set of the physical state conditions can

The paper contains three appendices. In Appendix A we gather some basic facts

be expressed in terms of the famiiiar Virasoro constraints of the old covariant formulation

concerning the corner conformal anomaly. In Appendix B the 1-dim "conforina! anomaly"

of the firxt quantized critical string.

is cakulated. The proof of the generalized Forman formula is given in Appendix G.

In Section :i the functional formalism developed in Section 2 is applied in the case
of tioticritical Polyakov string in the range 1 < d < 25. The lower bound results from
the relcitivistir interpretation of the string which breaks down for d < 2 while the upper
one from the coefficient in front of the effective Liouville action proportional to (25 — d).

2 Functional quantization of critical Polyakov string
2.1

Space of trajectories

As it was mentioned above the first few steps of the quantization procedure proceed as
in the case of the critical string. The main difference consists in the different symmetry
\> operlies of the noiscritical string, briefly described in Subsect.3.1..
In Subsect.3.2 the transition amplitude for the noncriticat string is constructed. As a
result of the conformal anomaly and our choice of boundary conditions it involves the path

In the Euclidean formulation a trajectory of the open Polyakov string is given by a triplet
[M,g, x) where M is a rectangle-like 2-dim manifold with distinguished "initial" OM, and
"final" 'dMj opposite boundary components, g is a Riemannian metric on M, and x is a
map from M into the Euclidean target space R^ satisfying the boundary conditions

integral over con formal factor satisfying the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.

=0

m

As a simple consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the resulting theory is stable in
the case of rectangle-like world-sheets if the bulk and the boundary cosmological constants

along the "timelike" boundary components dM, = 3M \ (c?Mj U dMj). In the formula

vanish. The Liouville sector couples to the "matter" sector via boundary conditions for

above ns denotes the normal direction along dM with respect to the metric g. In this

the .i-Vfiiiables which depend in a complicated way on the boundary value of the conformal

section d will be equal to 26 but will be sometimes left as d to emphasize the dependence

factor. I'ven with the vanishing cosmological constant the resulting path integral cannot

of quantities on the number of dimensions.

be directly calculated. Our method to overcome this difficulty is to express the transition
amplitude as a matrix element of a simple operator in a suitably extended space of states.

The BDHP action functional
S[M, g,x] =

This is done by means of the generalized Forman formula.
In Subsect.3.3 we derive the full set of the physical state conditions in the extended

is invariant with respect to the Weyl rescaling of the internal metric as well as the general

space. It consists of the constraints linear in momenta related to the extension itself, the

diffeomorphisms / : M —• M' preserving the initial and final boundary components

on-mass-shell condition encoded in the transition amplitude and the set of quadratic in

and their orientations. The latter invariance can be partly restricted by fixing a mode!

momenta constraints arising by the mechanism similar to that of the critical string theory.

manifold M and a normal direction along the boundary dM. This can be seen as a partial

T

gaii^e fixing and has important consequences for all further constructions. Let us note

where ( denotes a vector tangent to the boundary and ei,ej are einbeins induced on the

that other gauge fixings are rlso possible, although they are much more difficult to cleat

initial and the final boundary component respectively. AU possible boundary conditions

with [22].

form the space
Vi = At, x £, ;

Let Mil be the space of all Riemannian metrics on M with the normal direction n3 = n
ami £JJ, the space of all maps from M into the target space satisfying the boundary

where M, consists of all einbeins on dM, and £t is the space of maps x, : dM, —> It 1

conditions (3). In the (A/,n)-gauge the space of trajectories is the Cartesian product

satisfying the Neumann boundary conditions at the ends of 3M;. Similarly the final

Mif x £'i,i- The gauge transformations form the semidirect product WM 0 PJf of the

boundary conditions form the space

additive }>roup WM of scalar functions on M and the group V^ of diffeomorphisms of M
preserving corners and the normal direction n. The action of WM 0 DJJ, on M%, x ££, is
given by

The interpretation of the transition amplitude as an integral kernel of some operator
Ml,

(e«f'gJ'X)

X £«t 3

requires an identification of the spaces Pi and Pf, It can be clone by introducing a model

^ X £"M

interval L and the space
PL = ML x £L

2.2

(5)

together with the isomorphisms

Space of states

r,:p,—*pL

Within the covariant functional approach to quantization in the Schrodinger representation the space of states consists of wave functional defined on the Cartesian product

, («->/} ,

(6)

induced by some arbitrary chosen diffeomorphisms

C x R where C is a suitably chosen space of boundary conditions (half of the duchy data
7, :L->dM,

for the classical trajectory in the case of nondegenerate Lagrangian) and R is the time
axis. For grtuge systems with the reparameterization invariance the inner time evolution
is generated byfl.constraint quadratic in momenta and in the subspace of physical states
it is simply given by the identity operator. In the covariant functional approach this feature manifests itself in the inner time independent formulation of variations] principle. In
consequence one can describe the space of states in terms of inner time independent wave
functional*. The choice of C itself is slightly more complicated. In order to explain the
intricacies involved we consider the space related to the reduced "position" representation
in the (jl/,n)-gaii(Te [2'3\.

, (*-•/) .

In the covariant functional approach, the part of the canonical analysis concerning
constraints linear in momenta can be recovered by considering classes of gauge equivalent
boundary conditions. We say that p,p' € PL are gauge equivalent if there exist two
Wjj 0 T^lf equivalent string trajectories with a common final boundary condition and
starting at p and p' respectively. In our case the equivalence classes can be described
as orbits of the group W^, © T>L, where Wt is the additive group of real functions on L
satisfying, as we shall see in the following, the Neumann boundary conditions at the ends
of L, and P i is the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of L. Tile action of

For every string trajectory (jf, x) € M^j x £fa we define the initial (e,,x,) and the

Wt 0 T>L on PL is given by

final [ej.xj) boundary conditions
€ PL .
/) ,

(4)

The first factor in Wi QT>L corresponds to the Weyt invariance in the space of trajectories
while the second one - to the V

10
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In the space of slates H{VL) consisting of string wave functionals defined on VL the
"physical" states are Wj, 0 VL invariant functionals. The comparison with the canonical

constant along the (initial) boundary. It is more convenient to realize this constraint on
the quantum level which corresponds to the choice of CL-

quantization shows that the generators of this symmetry form an operator realization of
the constraints linear in momenta. In particular the choice of the quotient

Our final task is to introduce an inner product in the space H{CL) of string wave
functionals on CL- TO this end let us observe that the space ML X £L carries the nltralocal
^-invariant structure and the scalar product in ~H(CL) is given by the path integral

corresponds to a formulation in which all constraints linear in momenta are solved.
As far as the constraints linear in momenta are concerned one can construct the apace
of states on an arbitr. y quotient between Vi and K-L- It turns out however that the

In order to parameterize the quotient (7) it is convenient to use the 1-dim conformal gauge
e = const which yields the isomorphism

consistency requhements concerning the path integral representation of the transition
CL = ? R+x£L

amplitude yield strong restrictions on possible choices [23]. In general these requirements
depend on the gauge fixing used to calculate (=define) the transition amplitude and for

•

Using the Faddeev-Popov method in this gauge one gets

each particular choice of the space C boil down to some regularity conditions concerning

= jdafvaei

the gauge group action on the space T[c,,cj] of trajectories starting a,nd ending at two

0

fixed points a,cj £ C, The analysis of the geometry of this action together with the

(9)

£L

Faddecd-Popov method of calculating path integral can be seen as a covariant counterpart
of the symplcctic reduction in the phase space approach.
In the ca.so of the open Polyakov string in the conformal gauge there are only two

2.3 Transition amplitude
The central object of the covariant functional quantization is the path integral represen-

admissible choices [23]
CL

=

L

=

ft

tation of the transition amplitude, in the case of critical Polyakov string and with the
choice of Ci, as a space of boundary conditions it takes the following form
(10)

R+

where R + denotes the 1-dim group of constant rescalings acting on ML- Note that in
I.IK1 both cases above the identifications (6) factor out to the canonical -y-independent

T\cu cj] C M^ x ££j in the formula above consists of all string trajectories starting and

isomorphism*

ending at c,,Cf G CL respectively, i.e. satisfying the boundary conditions
C, = C, = Ch ,

C\ = C's = C'L •

The quotients CL,C'/. correspond to the situation in which the constraints related to the
Weyl invariance are represented on the quantum level by generators of some symmetry
group acting on Ci, (C'i) while all the constraints related to the DJf-invariance are completely solved. The only difference between the spaces CL and C\ consist in a different
treatment of the constraint related to the Weyl rescaling of medic by conformal factor

where e,,^ are given by (4) and [(e(, x;}] denotes the T?^ -orbit of the element (e,,.?:,) £
ML

x £L;(i -> / ) .

For every g € M%j the conditions (11) are ^-dependent 7?Jf-invariant Dirichlet boundary conditions for x on dMilldMj. With the boundary conditions (3),(11) the integration
13

12

T

over x in (10) is Gaussian and yields UJj-invariant functional on M^. This allows for ap-

and zc[ : Mt —> Rd is the solution of the boundary value problem

plication of the F-P procedure with respect to the group £%. The consistency conditions
for this method uniquely determine boundary conditions for the metric part of a string

(16)

trajectory [21]. The space M^ of all metrics g 6 M%t satisfying these conditions can
be des< ribel as follows. Let A^JfJ be the space of all metrics from M.\f with the scalar
curvature R3 — 0, such that all boundary components are geodesic and meet orthogonally.
Then AiJJ consists of all metrics of the form exp(i^)*fo, where go € -M1^ ar 'd <P satisfies

The functions X{, x; : [0,1] -4 ff' are representants of Cj,ct in the 1-dim conformal gauge

the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition

(14) (i.e.[(di,i,)] = c,,[(a;,x/)] = cs ), and the diffeomorphisms 7[^;]:7[v/]

:

[0,1] ->

[0,1] are uniquely determined by the equations
= 0

(12)

on all boundary components of M. An important consequence of this result is that CL is
I lie largest spare of boundary conditions for which there exists a consistent path integral

—

(17)

representation of liie transition amplitude. Note that in every conformal gauge in A4JJ
the conformal Factor satisfies the boundary condition (12). It followsthat the gauge group
n

WM 0 V

M

must be restricted to the group W£, ©£>]«, where WJ, consists of all \p € WM

Solving t h e b o u n d a r y value problem (16) a n d inserting solution into t h e action (15) o n e
has

(X,o —
<

satisfying the boundary conditions (12). This justifies our definition of the induced gauge
transformations given in the previous subsection.

+ -

2 ^

The boundary conditions (11) yield the restrictions on the internal length of the initial
and final boundary components which can be implemented by appropriate delta function

sinh xmt

0

[(A' l m 2 + A ' / m 2 ) cosh Trmt - 2A' nll A ' / m ]

.

vhere

insertions in the path integral representation (10).
With the space T[ki, kj] consisting of all string trajectories (g,x) € M^ x £(j such
1

that x satisfies the boundary conditions (3),(11) the calculations of the integral (10)

A

Tm

^ 2

x

jdzixi

(i -> /} .

0

proceeds alon^ the standard lines. In the conformal gauge

Note that the functional S[gt,<p, 2,, if] depends only on the boundary values ^,, ^/ of the
(M,,gt) =

conformal factor.
(14)

Applying the F-P method to the resulting path integral over M^ [2!i] and using the
heat kernel method [17] to find out the ^-dependence hidden in the functional measure

the .r-integration yields

and in the volume of VV£, one gets

-j^S\^gt,x})
here
,,9,Si

= (detOj,)"' expf-j^

= fdz° j
H

dz1

(15)

15

where

26 -d

1 _

(18)
and f[(p\ : [0,1] —> [0, l] is uniquely determined by the equation

It follows that all induced gauge transformations form the group R+ x VL acting on Ci,
where I he Liouville action is given by

by (21). Note that this group structure as well as the group action are consequences of
the Z>J,-invariant formulation and are independent of a gauge fixing used to parameterize
(19)

the quotient (7). This remark also applies to ail further considerations where for the
sake of simplicity the conformal gauges (13,14) will be used. According to the discussion

and

in Subsect.1.2 the wave functional corresponding to physical states are invariant with
respect to the induced gauge transformations represented in "H(R+ x £i) by
7]

(22)

in contrast to the expression for an on-she!l open string amplitude the conformal factor
does no!, decouple in d — 26. As we shall see, the decoupling takes place for the transition

The problem with the representation above is that the scalar product (9) is not invariant

amplitudes between states in W(C/,) satisfying the constraints linear in momenta.

with respect to (21). As a result the subspace W;nv(R.+ X £ L ) of invariant wave functional^
does not have a well defined scalar product and, as explained below, the transformation
(22) should be modified.

2.4

Constraints linear in momenta

As far as the R + symmetry is concerned this noninvariance is not important due to

The ti<\t step In the quantization procedure is to determine the subspace of physical states

nondynamical nature of the a variable. As we shall see the ambiguity in the choice of the

in H(Ci ). There are three groups of interrelated physical state conditions: the constraints

scalar product on the subspace ^ ( £ L ) of a-independent wave functional^ can !><• hidden

linear in momenta given by the generators of the residual induced gauge symmetry in

in the overall normalization factor. For this reason we can restrict our considerations to

Ci_,. tin- constraint quadratic in momenta encoded in the transition amplitude, and the

the T>i gauge symmetry in the space %"*{£[,) defined as the space 'H(f/.) endowed with

kineuuil ical constraints following from the interpretation of the string as a 1-dim extended

the scalar product

lelativUlic system. In this subsection we will discuss the first group of physical state

| ^ £ *pijtf'[J] .

(23)

conditions consisting of constraints linear in momenta.
Let us recall that the functional measure V'x in (23) is formally defined as the Rie-

Tin- residual gauge symmetry in the space CL can be described by

mannian volume element related to the following (weak) Riemsui. an structure on £1
^•L

e

T

3 [v n ' )j

~

2

* l(e ct x )J 6 w,

.

1

(20)

E'~{6x,6x) = jeds
In the l-tlini conformal gauge (14) the transformation (20) takes the form

Sx"(s)Sx'll[s) .

0

The pull-back of the Riemannian structure E" by the gauge transformation
R + *£L

,

(21)

F., : £h B x —> 5 0 7 6 £L
17

16

T"

,

where

is given by

.

1

F;E'~{SSJx') = Jeds Sxoi(s)Sx'o-y(a) = Bl-'~l]'c~(Sx,Sx') .
o
Tor e — <ie where e is a constant (as it is in the 1-dim conformal gauge (14)) we have

6
6x"U)

and
Then, calculating the 1-dim "conformal anomaly" (Appendix B, (64)) and choosing the

1 for k even
0 for k odd
Let us note that the constraints V£ are formally self-adjoint operators in the Hilbeit space

(1-dim) bulk rcnormalization constant equal zero one gets

W'{£L)

which is in agreement with the path integral deriva. ion of the unitary D^-rtction

given above. Another interesting property is that Vjf are normally ordered, a feature
H follows that ill order to get the unitary Z>t-action on H(£L) the "naive" representation

which is required in the canonical quantization on different grounds.

(22) of the induced gauge transformations must be replaced by
•H(£L) 3 *[.T]

p[7]tf[Jo7] £«(£,,) ,

(24)

2.5 Constraints quadratic in momenta
In the covariant formulation of the first quantized relativistic particle the Euclidean transi-

vhert

tion amplitude is interpreted as a matrix element of the constraint quadratic in momenta.
Inverting this operator and performing the Wick rotation on • gets the on-mass-shell con-

in this case wo have

dition simply given by the Klein-Gordon wave equation. As we shall see a similar interpretation fs valid in the case of Polyakov string.
Due to the presence of residual induced gauge symmetry it is enougli to consider
the transition amplitude between states |<P) £ H(Ct) described by a-indepc-ndent, T>LLet us note that the modified Dj,-act ion is independent of a. The fully covariant with

invariant string wave functionals *[x]. According to (9) and (18), for d = 26 the transition

respect to the choke of e description of the modified action requires more general geo-

amplitude between states tf, *' € H^SL)

C U(CL) is given by

tneti'Uvil framework and will not be discussed here.
According to (24) the space H^V{£L)

consists of all functional satisfying
=

The space 'HW^L)

)"'

( dt T){t)
0

"

W"

emi He also characterized in terms of constraints linear in momenta

i 6(a, - J ei*') i Tf%

l>v the generators of the representation (24) (k > 1)
(25)

\'l = - i [ ds si

where
. d

18

(26)
19

space W[£i,)- Moreover the formula (29) does not describe any operator on the subspace

Changing variables

'Hinvlfi) of Di-invariant states. The largest subspace of 1i;m(£i,) on which Pn\xj,Xi\
and using the relations (valid for a; = fcVl;

can be regarded as an integral kernel of a well defined operator is characterized by the

see Appendix B, (64))

equations
(27)

tf-|*) = 0 , VJf|*) = 0 ;* = 1,... ,

(30)

where

one gets for Z\,-invariant states

HI s

'} = Jdtr)(t)

(31)

-^(

iPn'Pk- ~MMk ~n]Xn' *k51 ( T7 Pi P*+" + Mxn(k + n)xn • xk

In the formula above the integration over conformai factor decouples yielding an overall
divergent, factor independent of the states * , * ' 6 %„»(&,). It follows that one can
restrict oneself to tlie space 'H(£L) C W(Ci) of ct-independent states endowed with the

In order to analyse the integrability conditions of the equations (30) it is convenient
to introduce the operators

scalar product (2:5) with e = e. Then the (regularized) transition amplitude between
P;,-invariant states in %*(£[,) takes the following simple form
which are just the standard representations of the Virasoro generators :
(28)
(32)
' — e»

Let us note that the path integral representation (18) of the transition amplitude is

_1

well defined only on the subspace "Hinv(^i) C "H'(£i). In order to get a well defined
representation in the whole Hilbevt space H'(£L,) one has to restrict the space of trajectories in (10) such that the cotifonual factor already decouples in the formula (18). This
restriction depends on some additional geometrical data which in the conformai gauges
(13,14) consist of fixed paraineterizations of the initial and final boundary components.

In terms of Lf the integrability conditions take the form

Any particular choice of this data leads to some extension of the formula (28) to the space

26
l+m + ^6n,-m(n*

f

H (£j.) and can lie regarded as a choice of gauge in the second quantized theory [23, 25).
where

For the sake of simplicity we will use the simplest extension

+ X) Q-" " Q«

00

,} = (x,\jdt

- n)

(29)

It should be stressed that all further considerations are independent of this choice.
In order to derive the on~mass-shell condition one would like to invert the operator

(33)

In order to obtain nontrivial solutions to the equations (30) one has to relax their
strong form. Since LJ+ = Ltk, this leads to the familiar conditions for the off-mass-shell
physical states

f'n. The problem is that, due to the ij-function insertion, PR is not invertible on the whole

££($} = 0 , k > 1 .

20

21

(34)

The derivation of the physical state conditions presented above requires an explana-

In particular every state l

is completely described by the wave functional

tion. The additional constraints //£ have been introduced for technical reasons. There

= (5 1 |* ph ) .

is however a physical motivation for these constraints stemming from the fact that the
T

string is an extended relativistic system. This implies that the intersection of the string
world sheet by an equal time hyperplane provides a half of the Cauchy data for string

(36)

he transition amplitude between off-mass-shell physical states "tph- *J,h

described by the wave functionals (36) takes the following form

trajectory. It follows that for each particular choice of reference system in the Minkowski
space-lime the string wave functional should be independent of string fluctuations in the
time direction. This kinematical requirement can be regarded as a manifestation of the
=

general locality and causality principles of relativistic quantum theory and indicates a

<* P h|

(37)

fundamental difference between the theory ot relativistic string and the theory of random
surfaces. Note that in the canonical quantization the kinematical requirement simply

where A'J denotes the restriction of the operator L% to the subspace *W$X£L) and (...|...)^J
is the scalar product in "H^(£L) regarded as a Hilbert subspace of ?i'(£L), It follows that

means that all negative norm states must decouple.
The way in which the HI constraints yield exactly the missing part of the physical
state conditions necessary and sufficient to satisfy the kinematical requirement is not

the operator defined by the matrix elements (37) can be inverted on the subspace Hpj[(£i,).
Then the on-mass-shell condition in 'H^(£L)

is given by

quite straightforward. The rough counting of the degrees of freedom shows that two sets

= 0

of constraints {14} and {H±} reduce by 2 the number of physical direction. However, as
it was mentioned above one can impose only a half of these constraints a* conditions for

which is equivalent to the condition

physical states, which explicitly removes only one direction. The mechanism which ensures

(38)

the decoupling of the second direction is that of the null states which are among solutions
to the (filiations (34) [26, 27]. As the null states decouple from all other solutions the space

in the space 7i'(£L).
Performing the Wick rotation in the physical state conditions (34,38) one gets the

of physical states is effectively given by the space of equivalence classes. One possible way
to describe the corresponding quotient is to introduce the Euclidean "quantum" version

familiar equations of the so called old covariant approach. All further steps ofquanl.izatioii

of tlio light-cone gauge conditions

proceed along the standard lines [26, 27].

= (ia\ + af) |*) = 0 , k>

(35)

The conditions above can be seen as an explicit implementation of the kinematical require-

3

The noncritical Polyakov string

ment in the limit rase u the light-like direction. It is an interesting open question whether
the Virasoro algebra of constraints is the only solution to the kinematical requirement of
the quantum theory of 1-dim extended relativistic systems.

3.1

Gauge symmetry

In this section we will present the covariant functional quantization of the Polyakov string

The- subspace "H^iEt) of solutions to the equations (34,35) can be explicitly con-

in the flat target space of dimension d in the range \ < d < 25. The first steps of this

structed by means of the (extended) DDF method [28]. One can check that the operators

quantization procedure - the description of the space of trajectories in the configuration

j }

{^}}

_

form in H^{£i) a complete set of commuting "observables".
22

space, the construction of the space of states, and the path integral n presentation of the
23

transit ion amplitude - are almost the same as in the case of the critical string. The main

As a result, one gets the different coefficients in front of the Liouville action tuid the corner

difference consists in the symmetry requirements imposed on the quantum theory.

anomaly term.

Since, in the range 1 < d < 25, the conformal anomaly breaks the Weyl invatiance

Some remarks concerning the formula (39) are in order. First of all one lias to choose

completely, the gauge symmetry in the space of trajectories reduces to the group £>£,

some values of the renormalization constants n, A appearing in the Liouville action (19).

acting on M\t X £jf, by

In the following we will restrict ourselves to the simplest choice
ft = A = 0

.

(40)

Accordingly, the induced gauge transformations in the space Vt (5) of boundary condi-

This is well justified in the free theory. First, let us observe that the nonvanishing bound-

tions lake the form

ary cosmological constant is incompatible with the boundary conditions (12). Secondly,
using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem on the rectangle one can easily show that for g, € M1}
the Liouville equation

Repeating the reasoning of Subsect.2.2 one gets the space of states W.{CL) endowed with
the scalar product (8).

e" = 0 ,
does not have any solution in the space WJJ,. It follows that the variational problem given

Be< HLise of the restricted gauge group there is no residual gauge invariance in '

by the Liouvilie action (19) is well posed and has a solution in Wj^ if and only if the
equations (40) are satisfied. Let us stress that the conclusion above is not necessarily

3.2

Transition amplitude

valid for more complicated world sheet topologies. In particular in the case of hyperbolic

According to the different symmetry requirements, the path integral representation (10)

hexagon the classical solution exists oniy for fi > 0. An independent motivation for the
choice (40) in the free string theory stems from the semiclassical calculations of the static

for the transition amplitude gets slightly modified

potential [29], where one obtains the same result for the vanishing and for the positive
P[cj,ct]= J

bulk cosmologicaS constant.

WgWxlVo^Vlf

Under the assumption (40) and in the conformal gauge (13) the Liouville action is just
In the ronformal gauges (13,14) one has

the free field action

CO

0

tM =1 \!'£

WJ,

dz1

Even with this simplification the formula (39) still contains the complicated nonlocal
interaction which prevents calculations of the functional integral in all but few special
(39)

cases of x-boundary conditions [29]. Our idea to overcome this difficulty is to regard the
transition amplitude (39) as a matrix element of some simple operator between special

x 6 (aj
(j - ff d^e&A i(ai-i ff dzl

states in an extended space. The method to find such extension of "H(CL) is based on
the simple observation that the interaction terms depend only on the boundary values

Lets us note that in contrast to the formula (18) the ^dependence of the functional mea-

of the conformal factor. Thus it should be possible to replace the integration over fields

sure TF'^'tp is not canceled by the similar ^-dependence in the volume factor VoltB,~ W^.

satisfying the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition by the integral over fields with

24

25

a fixed nonhomogeneous DirichSet condition (which is Gaussian) and then an integral over

whe

all possible boundary values. In the case under consideration one can expect the following

.6
7T(S

formula

^G^

-^s^-*>^F[ip,,

H y> j

=

„™

— I - — ; = TTn + 2 >

7TtCOS7rKS

,

(42)

V(«) = Vo + f

&] , (41)

Changing variables

where

arid if'..i : A/, -> liJ is the solution of the boundary value problem
=

and using the relations (27) one gets the representation required
»7(<)e~'("°+ "'I*')

0 ,

,

(43)

where for each state | * ) G 'H{R + x f t ) the state | $ ) € W(Wi, X £L) is given by the wave
functional

The relation (41) is well known for Gaussian integrals (as a formula for determinants [30])

and the scalar product

and ih supposed to be valid in general situation [31]. Since we are not aware of any proof
in the case of boundary interactions, a simple derivation of the formula (41) is given in

J

J

the Appendix B.
lihing (-11) the transition amplitude between arbitrary states |«I»), |tp') £

is used on the r.h.s of (43).

H(Ci,) can be rewritten in the following form

') = jda

, JTT-'xt

*[ay,z } )P[a s , xf; Q,,£,•]*'[a,-,I,

3.3

Physical state conditions

Due to the simple representation (43) of the transition amplitude it is convenient to
analyse the physical state conditions in the extended space H(WL X £L)- We start with
the discussion of the conditions related to the extension itself. Their role is to select, in
the extended space the image of the original space of states under the extension map
Ext :
where a, = $ e.iv\(i

H(WL

x €L) ,

where * is given by the formula (44). Using the equations (17) one can show that the

—> / ) .

In the formula above H£ + H£ is regarded as an operator on the space H ( W ' L x £i) with
the .r-part defined by (26) and with the i/>-P

art

functionals invariant with respect to the following T>i action

given by
_ 25-rf
" ^ 9 6
'

26

functional $(v?,S] S ^ ( V V L X £L) of the form (44) can be uniqueSy characterized as

H(WL

(46)
27

Note that VJC are hermitian with respect to the scalar product (45) and normally or-

where
I !(

s

p[l] = e" ^ '° '''

<a)+l sV(1|>

°

, p['i o 6] = pblp[*] ; 7,6€l>L

.

(47)

Within the old covariant approach the P;,-act;ion (46) has to be modified in order to

dered. The subspace 'HinV(Wi, x £L) of states invariant with respect to the action (48) is
detetmined by the equations

= 0 , fc > 1 .

meet the requirement of unitary realization of the residual symmetry. The analysis of the

The rest of the physical state conditions can be derived using the method discussed

transformation properties of the scalar product (45) with respect to the transformations

in Subsect.2.4. The subspace of Wi,,v(VV(, x £L) on which
y^L x f | , 3 (<P, £)

* (<p o 7 •+ 2 log 7 ' , x o 7) £ Wi x £1 ,

Jdt

leads to the following unitary P;,-action

reduces to a well defined operator is given by the equations
Hk\V)=0

,

Vt|*)=0

;fc = l,...

,

(50)

with
T,6€VL

•

(49)

where

•Hi

The discrepancy between p (47) derived from the representation (43) and p (49) obtained
from the unitiirity requirement is related to the fact that in the old covariant approach

and

one disregards the ghost sector. The detailed discussion of this point requires the full
BRST forrmilal.ion which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Let us only mention

\[

that p given by the formula (47 leads to a unitary realization of the Pi-symmetry in the
I3RST extended space.

+

T^

-rr**i'k+n + M^n(k + n)ynyk+n

\

J +

, 1

The generalors of the representation (48) take the form
The analysis of the integrability conditions of the equations (50) can be simplified by
Vk -

- i

ds

simrks(S")'(s)

0

introducing

6x»{s)

L±ks-(Hk±xVk)

1

— i j ds s[nirks(tp)'(s)-r—-

>&<?(*)
Sv(.

J

j

= L%k+Llk , * = 1,...

7T

ds

J

where the operators L% are given by (32) and ££ are just the Virasoro generators in the
FCT representation [6, 32] with the centra] cl arge c = 26 - d

1

k> 1

rfssin irks-

— i j ds sin

, fc = ±1,±2,...

where Vk is given by (25) and

PS =
, k>
29

28

T

T

and

The integrability conditions take the following form
+ — <$n,^ro(n3 - n) ,

[Ln, Lm\ - (n - m)Ln+n

Following the DDF approach [28] we introduce the operators of "position" and "momentum" :

1J0

=

«• -

L,Q -I- t

t

! 2

v-

,

92

P"W

and LJ is given by (33).

= oS + E («**«"•*' +

As in the case of critical string relaxing the strong for'Tl of the equations (50) one gets
the conditions for the off-mass-shell physical states
= Ho

Li|*) = U * * > 1 •
The structure of the space H'^(WL

X

(51)
Using the relations

£L) of solutions to the equations (51) is similar to

that of critical string theory. As we shall see in the next subsection, the quotient space
of the olf-mass-shcll physical states modulo null states can be uniquely characterized as
the space of solutions of (51) satisfying the "quantum" light-cone gauge conditions

—(

= (n one gets

hi particular repeating the considerations presented in Subsect.2.4. one can derive the
on-mass-shell condition which in the space W(W/, x d) takes the following form
- ff)

3.4

(54)

DDF construction and no-ghost theorem

In this subsection we present an explicit construction of physical states of the relativistic

Let us consider the slate \pt,p") satisfying

theory. Performing the Wick rotation in the conditions (51), (52) one gets
(53)

= 0 , k> 1 , (Lo - l>j*> = 0 ,

(55)

= o

when?

For pf ^ 0 there exists a vectorfcsuch that Jfc*fc,, = 0 and r i % = 1.

91
2
30

The construction of vertex operators, which acting on the state (55) generate positive
norm physical states with transverse excitations is the same as in the case of Nambu-Goto
31

and \ns) is a null spurious state, i.e. \ns) is orthogonal to all physical slates and is a

strit 5. One gets the operators

linear combination of states of the form L-n\\),n

> 1.

A counterpart of the theorem above for the standard free field realization of the Visatisfying the ri'tations

rasoro algebra with the central charge c = 26 and a0 = 1 has been proved long time
ago by Goddard and Thorn [33]. Since the first of the two proofs given in [33] is based
=

0 ,

fc>

(56)

only on the algebraic properties of the DDF operators it applies without modification in
the present case. In fact for a fixed kinematical configuration given by a state (55) with
p" ^ 0 one can introduce the operators

Due to the jiMerm in the commutation relation (54) the construction of the vertex operah'n = k • o n

tor generating states with excitation in the LiouviSle direction is slightly more complicated.
In order to compensate this term one can use a modification introduced by Brower in his

satisfying the algebra

construction of the vertex generating longitudinal excitations in the Nambu-Goto string
, A'n] = 0

[5] and write

[Lm, Kn] =

-nKn+

=

h'.n

The algebra of A's, A''s and L's is exactly the same as in [33]. The only differeiirc is the
number of positive-norm directions (d - 1 instead of 24) which however does not alter
In contrast to Blower's longitudinal vertex the operator above satisfies the relations

the reasoning given in [33]. To complete the proof of the present version of the theorem
let us observe that in the space W(Wj, X fj,) the operator fi0 is self-adjoint and therefore

analogous to A'n:

has a real spectrum. Consequently the only physical states with all components of the
spacetime momenta equal zero are the lowest states given by (58) and all excited positive
(57)

= o , k>a ,
[A\n,Ai\

norm physical states can be achieved by the DDF construction.
As a simple consequence of the theorem above and the algebra (56), (57). one gets

= 0 ,

the no-ghost theorem for the model given by the equations (53). The physical content
of the model can be easily inferred using the DDF construction. One can show that the

All the states generated by the operators A'n,A^ from the states \PL,P1') with / / 0 we

positive norm physical states could be uniquely characterized in terms of the spare-time

rail the DDF states. The commutation relations (56),(57) imply that the DDF states are

spin and momenta along with an additional internal quantum number represented by

physical slates with positive norm. The inverse statement can be formulated as follows
Theorem. Any solution of the equations (53) in the Hiibert space H(WL

X

£L) 'S °f

the form

the operator /Jo. For each particular eigenvalue pL of 0O the physical states satisfying
/JolV1} = Pi|*) form the Hiibert space H[PL) describing a free noncritical string with the
intercept cto = 4jj^ — ^ . For j>\ < 4j^ the lowest states in the space "H(f>jJ are tathyons.
Let us note that the theory described by the Hiibert space 'H(p[.} differs from that
with the same intercept and obtained by the dimension reduction from the critical Na nbu-

11

where I ! ) is either a DDF state or one of the states

Goto string [27]. In fact, if Td(yV) ^ the number of states on the level JV generated by
(58)
32

the d-component oscillators, then the numbers of the positive norm physical states on the
33

T"

is .re

level ,\ is Td '(N) in the Polyakov string while in the reduced Nambu-Goto string one
d l

the boundary conditions in this sector are uniquely determined. Finally the relevance of
these boundary conditions in the noncritical Polyakov string theory has been confirmed

gets r'-'{N) - T - (N - 1) [5].

in our previous paper [29] concerning the quasiclassical calculation of the static potential
in the range 1 < d < 25. All these results along with the considerations of Sect.2 show

4

Conclusions

that within the Feynman functional quantization scheme in the (Af ,n)-gauge the choice
of boundary conditions is unique.

The main result of the present paper is that the Polyakov path integral over surfaces
does li'ad to a free quantum theory of 1-dim extended relativistic system in the range
1 < il < 25. The resulting theory is equivalent to the FCT "massive" string model. As
far as i lie free theory is concerned this model can be directly compared with the noncritical
Polyakov dual model in the range 1 < d < 25. In the commonly used radial gauge the
"massive" string is given by the realization (1),(2) of the Virasoro algebra. From this
point of view the FCT string can be regarded as a special version of the 2-dim Liouville
model coupled to ci-copies of the free scalar conformal field theory , characterized by the
equations

The second important point in our paper is the assumption concerning the vanishing
cosmological constant. As it was discussed in Subsect.3.2 in the case of rectangle and
for fi ^ 0 there is no classical solutions of the Liouville equation of motion in the space
of conformal factors over which one has to integrate in the path integral representation
of the transition amplitude. If we interpret the absence of classical cxtreminii as an
indication of instability of the system the only consistent choice is fi = 0. Whether or
not this conclusion is fully justified is still an open problem. One possible approach is to
assume that the generalized Forman formula still holds in the case of the bulk exponential
interaction (which can be justified to some extent by means of the perturbation expansion

=

0 ,

(59)

[31]) and then to analyse the resulting theory in the extended space. Whatever the final

(60)

understanding of the model with fi > 0 would be, the simplest case fi = 0 yields a
consistent free theory and it is a nontrivial and interesting problem to investigate the

Within the Polyakov dual model approach the equations (59, 60) are just a special (in

"joining-splitting" interaction in this model.

H sense trivia!) choices of free "parameters": the cosmological constant and the scalar

While the equation (59) is an assumption more or less justified by our choice of bound-

product in the space of states. In the present approach the first equation is an assumption

ary conditions, the second equation '60) uniquely follows from them. In fact the central

partly justified by the requirement of stability while the second one uniquely follows from

technical point of our approach - the generalized Forman formula - yields not only the

the interpretation of the model as a quantum mechanics of 1-dim extended relativistic

simple expression for the transition amplitude in the extended space but also the inner

system. Since the equations are crucial for the physical interpretation of the model we

product in the conformal factor sector.

shall briefly discuss their origin within the present approach.

The relation of the FCT realization of the Virasoro algebra with the Polyakov path

First of all let us stress that our whole derivation is based on the particular choice of

integral over surfaces has been known since the first attempts to quantize the Liouville

boundary conditions for the string trajectories. In the "matter" sector these boundary

theory [35]. More recently it became a standard tool in analysing the physical states [18]

conditions have been first introduced in [34]. More recently it was shown that they are

and correlators [36, 37] in the Liouvitle gravity coupled to the conformal matter. The

relevant for constructing the off-shell-critical string amplitudes [23], The derivation of

question arises what we have learned from lengthy derivation of the particular realization

the boundary conditions in the metric sector, based on the geometry of the space of

characterized by the equation (60).

trajectories has been presented in [24]. The outcome of this analysis is that as far as the
interpretation of the Polyakov path integral as a sum over bordered surfaces is assumed
34

The most important lesson is the path integral formulation of the FCT string. As it
was emphasized in the introduction it paves a way for analysing the "joining-splitting"
35

interaction in this string model. Note that the lack of the path integral formulation was a

ensuring the equivalence with the original theory. This allows for expressing the original

basic obstacle for developing the interacting theory of the "massive" string twenty years

set of physical micro-obseivables in termsof anew one {"Po^oiVkt^Uitli

ago [6].

follows from the DDF construction given in Subsect,3.4 in the new variables the macro-

A related issue is the target space interpretation of the free Polyakov model in the

'"'

"'• As

observables are diagonal and the relativistic particle content of the model can be easily

range 1 < d < 25. As far as this interpretation is concerned there are no physical states

inferred. The role of the conforraal factor is therefore to express in a convenient way the

with imaginary (or complex) Liouville momentum in the mouel. This is in contrast with

influence of the nontrivial dynamics of the internal length a and the longitudinal excita-

the Polyakov noiicritical dual mode! interpreted as the 2-dim Euclidean gravity coupled

tions {z,f }i,>i on the particle spectrum of the noncritical relativistic string model. In this

to the conforma! matter. This interpretation concentrates on the word sheet physics

sense the Liouville theory describes the dynamics of the longitudinal modes.

bringing all the questions of the theory of 2-dim statistical systems. In particular one of

Although the FCT model satisfies all the consistency conditions of formal relativistic

the prominent observables in these framework is the area operator getting complex for

quantum mechanics its physical content is not quite satisfactory. First of all it contains

the central charge of the matter sector in the range 1 < d < 25. The physical states with

an internal quantum number entering the on-mass-shell condition which entails an unde-

the imaginary l.'ouville momenta are therefore indispensable within this interpretation

sirable continuous range of intercepts. Secondly for some values of this quantum number

and lead to the 'unstable" critical behaviour [12, 13].

one gets tachyonic states ou the lowest level.

The derivation of the FCT free string from the Polyakov path integral over bordered

In the free string theory the zero mode of the "Liouville momenta" is conserved and

surfaces given in Sect.3 sheds new light on the role the conformal factor plays in the

the theory can be truncated at any real value of pj,. On the other hand the appearance

Polyakov string model. The noncritical string model we have started with was originally

of this additional internal degree of freedom is a consequence of our choice of boundary

described in terms of the variables {o,a:''(<T)}ire[oli]. Roughly speaking the dynamics

conditions for string trajectories'involving the internal string length a. The relation

is given liv an on-mass-shell condition (the string wave equation) and the kinematical

between a and pt, is a part of the relation between two sets of nhysical micio-obh<'ivables

requirement. It means that in a fixed frame in the Minkowski target space all nonzero

discussed above

modes of the x+ variable are unphysical and there is a relation for the momenta conjugate

11=0

d;i=l

d-1

(61)

to the zero modes {XQ}U=O d-i- It follows that the set {a, XQ, x^, x't}^Z°l"" •l~1""' "' is
a complete system of commuting physical micro-observables. We have used the prefix

Using the constraint equations one can easily express the set of micro-observables
f

„

_

1W=O,.-.<!;. = 1

d-l ,

; D " = 0 <i;,= i,...d-I

„,

micro- in order to distinguish them from the "true" physical macro-observables which are

|a,Xo,x t , x j |

given by the generators of the Poincare group in the Minkowski target space. Actually

lation is however very complicated and we have not found any convincing method of

the spectra of the macro-observables are of the main interest in the free theory as they

removing the o-dependence within the first quantized theory. It seems that the trunca-

provide a relativistic particle interpretation of the string physical states.

tion is essentially the problem of the interacting theory where a plays the role similar to

in terms of-(yo^oi Vt^i/it=i

1 he opposite re-

'-1—•• ~ the geometri-

that of the "length" parameter in the "covariantized" light cone formulation of the crit-

cal content of the model is clear- it is a theory of the free parametrized string with internal

ical string field theory [3Sl- Let us only mention that the results concerning noncritical

In terms of the physical micro-observables {a,x{J,x^ii^lt^"'

length. In this formulation however the macro-observables are not diagonal. Moreover

Polyakov string with fixed ends [29] and the naive consideration of the "joining-splitting"

we do not know how to derive the on-mass-shell condition in these variables from the

interaction suggest a consistent truncation at pi = 0.

complicated form of the transition amplitude. The idea of extension we applied to deal
with this problem was to introduce an auxiliary variable <f>{o) along with some constraints
36

The second problem with the physical interpretation of the FCT massive string is
the presence of tachyons in its spectrum. Since the structure of the model is similar to
37

that of the critical string, one may expect that the problem can be solved in the fermionic

field theory formulation which gives new tools for investigating the interacting theory.

uoncritical Polyaki • string by a counterpart of GSO projection [39]. The crucial issue here

In particular the problem of the joining-splitting interaction vertex can be posed as the

is an appropriate choice of boundary conditions for the fermionic string trajectories. Since

problem of the BRST-invariant extension of the corresponding functional delta function

the geometry of the fermionic path integral is far less understood than that of the bosonic

in the variables {a, ^(cr)}^^,]. Note that the role of a in the interacting theory IN

one (the infinite-dimensional supergeometry virtually does not exist [40]) the methods we

especially clear in this formulation. The values of a determine the way in which two

have used to determine the boundary conditions in the bosonic case are not available.

parametrized strings form a third one.

This makes the problem of a "super" generalization of our approach more difficult than
the construction of the supersymmetric noncritical Polyakov dual model [41].

Light-cone formulation. The idea of this approach is toexplic'My implement the basic
kinematical requirement of the relativistic quantum mechanic of 1-dim extended objects

The considerations of the present paper are entirely devoted to the so called "old"

by constructing the transition amplitude in a fixed reference system as a sum over causal

rovari: nt formula! ion of the free open bosonic string. This leaves a number of interesting

string trajectories in the Minkowski target space. The main difficulty with respect to the

questions concerning the first quantized theory.

critical string consists in the fact that the constraints appear in the process of quantization

Clnxr-d siring. In contrast to the open string there is no 1-dim confornial anomaly

and one cannot describe relevant string trajectories in terms of "true" classical variables.

and the natural scalar product is cliff-invariant. The issue of the normal ordering of

A related problem is an appropriate choice of the space of internal metrics corresponding

the Virasoio generators appears if one tries to separate the left and right movers. The

to causal string trajectories in the Minkowski target space. The form of the DDF-states

additional complication is that this decomposition is not invariant with respect to the

given in Subsect.3.4 suggest however that this formulation has the structure very similar

1

residual 5 -symntetry. For these reasons the free closed noncritical string is an interesting
problem and would lead to a better insight into the relation between the geometry of the

to that of the critical string theory.
Operator - stales correspondence. The basic tool in calculating the on-shell critical
string amplitudes is the so called operator formalism based on the possibility of reproduc-

scalar product and the ordering problem.
BUST formulation. Within the path integral approach of this paper the idea is in a

ing string wave functionals corresponding to the physical states by functional integral ver

sense opposite to that of the "old" covariant formulation. One starts with the same path

half-disc with a local operator insertion. In the present case this equivalence still holds, as

integral represen'ation of the transition amplitude in the extended space of boundary

can be inferred from the construction of DDF states. The operator-state correspondence

renditions. However instead of restricting oneself to a subspace of states on which the

along with the solution of the previous problem form basic ingredients of the Mandelstarn

corresponding operator is well defined and invertible, we are looking for yet another

method [9] of constructing the on-mass-shell "massive" string amplitudes.

(HRST) extension which allows to represent the transition amplitude as a special matrix

As it was emphasized in the introduction the most interesting open quest ion is whether

element of an invertible operator. In the case of the critical string this idea can be

the "joining-splitting" interaction leads to a consistent interacting theory of the FCT

easily realized [25] leading to the well known covariant BRST formulation. In the case of

string. We have already mentioned two possible approaches to solve this problem: the

noncritical siring the problem gets complicated due to nontrivial coupling of the conformal

BRST and the light-cone formulations. We conclude this section by a brief discussion

factor to the zero modes of the ghost sector. In particular the two extension procedures do

of only one aspect of the interacting theory which is to some extent independent of a

not commute. Note that the complete BRST formulation of the free theory is interesting

particular formulation.

;il least for two reasons. First it should provide a clarification of the discrepancy between

The path integral formulation of the free FCT string derived in this paper involves

I he realization of the residual Z>£.-symmetry calculated from the extension procedure and

the assumption that the cosmological constant vanishes. The question arises whether this

the unitary one in the "old" covariant approach. Secondly, it paves the way for the

assumption can be maintained also in the interacting theory. To analyse this problem let

38
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us consider the three point off-shell noncritical string amplitude. As in the case of the
critica.! string theory [23] it is given by the path integral over string trajectories connecting
three prescribed string configurations. On the tree level one has to sum over trajectories
of the topology of hexagon, The construction of the path integral representation of the
corresponding off-shell amplitude is exactly the same as in the case of rectangle-like trajectoriesrelevant,for the string propagator. Choosing the hyperbolic hexagon as a model
manifold one gets in the conformal gauge an expression involving the path integral over
(a)

all confornial factors satisfying the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The
reasonii •; we have used in the case of rectangle to derive the condition /i — 0 now leads

(b)

Fig.l.

to a positive cosmological constant. This makes the resulting path integral prohibitively
complicated. Up to now the oidy method to deal with the resulting theory is to impose

It should be stressed that as far as the critical string theory is concerned the choice

the requirement of the conformal invariance and then to translate the problem into the

of the model manifold is irrelevant. !n fact due to the decoupling of the conformal fin-tor

language of 2-dim conformal field theory. This leads however to the complex Liouville

the critical on-shell amplitude is invariant with respect to the confornial transformations

action - yi't another manifestation of the e = 1 barrier.

of the model manifold. As it was mentioned in the introduction this is one of the feal ures

The disappointing conclusion above is based on the assumption that the model manifoid for a string trajectory describing the elementary process of joining or splitting is
gi\ u by » hexagon with smooth "timelike" boundaries. If we consider such a process in
the Miukowski target space the boundary of the corresponding word sheet ha,s a corner
at the interaction point. It follows that if we choose the hyperbolic hexagon (Fig.l.a)
as a. model manifold the causal string trajectories will be described by singular (at the

crucial for the equivalence of the Polyakov dual model with the relativistic string theory
in the critical dimension.
The situation in the noncritical string theory is different. Roughly speaking due to
the fact that the boundary conditions for the conformal factor are fixed the Liouville
action "hears" the shape of the model manifold and the theories based on the hyperbolii
hexagon and on the "light-cone" model manifold are different.

interaction point) functions. An equivalent description in terms of regular x-functions

It follows from the considerations al we that the condition fi = 0 can be consistently

can tie achieved if we choose the Tight-cone" model manifold (Fig.S.b). Note that in the

imposed in the interacting theory provided that we restrict ourself to the "light-cone like"

"Tight-rone" model manifold the internal angle of the "interaction" corner equals 277. This

model manifolds. There are some interesting consequences of this choice. First of all due

is related to the assumption that no particular interaction occurs at the joining point.

to the corner conformal anomaly one gets the operator insertion at the interaction point

Applying the reasoning based on the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in the case of "light-cone"

of the form exp70(jj). Note that in contrast to the noncritical Polyakov dual model the

model manifold one gets as in the free theory the vanishing cosmologica! constant.

operator : exp7^(2,) : has the conformal weight different from ]. In fact the coefficient
7 is a finite constant uniquely determined by the corner conformal anomaly. Let us also
stress that within the present approach there is no reason to interpret the integral of this
operator over the world-sheet as the "volume of the universe".
Assuming the same general form of the transition from the off-shell to the on-shell
amplitudes as in the critical string theory one can expect that the on-shell amplitudes
can be expressed in terms of correlators of the 2-dim conformal field theory involving

40
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tli • vertex operators corresponding to the DDF states and the insertions. This is a very
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Appendix A

As far as the rectangle with the standard flat metric is concerned the results above
are enough to derive the corner conformal anomaly for the operators P+ P, PP+ acting

In this Appendix we gather the results for the corner conformal anomaly in the case
of Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on scalar functions with Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions.

on the vector fields and symmetric traceless tensors, respectively. In this case the corresponding operators act separately on every component of vector or tensor fields. Since
the components satisfy independent boundary conditions the problem can be reduced to

The corner anomaly appears in the expansion (/ is a scalar function)

the scalar one. The corner conformal anomaly for these operators has been first derived
in [21].

in the t independent part {functional fc0) and sums the values of the function / in the

Appendix B

cornel's with the appropriate coefficient. As it was shown by Kac [42] the contribution from
each corner is independent of the global geometry of the surface. It can be estimated by

In this appendix we shall calculate the 1-dim conformal anomaly. Let e be an etnlmin on

mapping a neighborhood of the corner to the wedge on the plain with the same opening

the interval [0,1] and

angle. In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions on both arms of the corner with
opening angle 7 Kac derived the following formula for the corner conformal anomaly

the 1-dim Laplace operator acting on the space SN of scalar functions v'(0 on [0,1]
satisfying Neumann boundary conditions at the ends of [0,1], Let us denote by V v the
functional measure related to the scalar product on SN'-

(•sing this result one can easily infer the corner conformal anomaly for the Dirichlet-

1

Neuniann and the Neumann-Neumann boundary conditions. Doubling the corner one
gots the following relations

The 1-dim conformal anomaly J{<p,e] is defined by the relation
(62)
=

ANN(2-y)

between the functional measures corresponding to the einbeins e = ef? and e — r. Using
Using the result of Kac one has

the method proposed in the context of the Liouville measure in 2 dim visions [17] one can
derive the following regularized formula for variation

In the problems discussed in this paper we have only right angles so we quote the
results for •} = itj'2;

where e = e^e. In terms of normalized eigenfunctions {V'm}m>0 of the operator Ji t the
formula above takes the form

ADD(n/2) = /W(TT/2) = 4 r •

m = - IB. .
46

where o = /„' e" edt.
47

Proceeding to the parameterization * = s(t) of [0.1] in which e*e = const = a and

The modes f m i y j n of the boundary values tp^tpi of tp (42) can be expressed in terms of
the variables (65) as follows

using the expansion
5<p(s) = £ fyjn cos irns ,
Tl>0

one gets

£ log ./,v [ip, e] =

-Yimjds
0

I i>0
m >1

> 1 .

~T=f

In terms of the variables (65) the l.h.s. of the formula (41) can be written as the iterated
integral

Integrating with respect to r~p one has
log JN[9,e\

= -

1

MO)

Z

(63)

The corresponding result in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions takes the form

1

1

} *„

4\/?r£ J
o
Inserting (63) into (62) one gets the formula used in the main text

-

const

x

exp

x

exp

16

exp

(67)

exp

(68)

Consider the mode

I'Xpani'ioi) of t h e conforma] factor

x

v ' m,n>0

i

= / II C

Appendix C

v5 = —p 2_, Vim c o s

(66)

where

(64)

In this appendix we shall prove the formula (41) of Subsect.3.2.

J J

cosirmz
'

and tlic change of variables

end
25 -d

V'uo

-

(65)

Let us note that the functional F[ip,,ip;\ is independent of the modes
Z\ = Z,(i^,o,^/o) is a function only of the zero modes of <fi>Vl-

49
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I

T

jpm}

-4

The integrals Z, Zi involve chains of Gaussian integrals which can be exactly calculated
by means of the formula (Ajv+i = 0)

—

a

const

N

m >1

2

^) -?E

x
(69)

exp

--

where

where

—• coth
4m
2
=

tanli
Am

Applying tlie formula (69) to the integral Z one obtains

2

Changing variables
Z =

r.onst
"Am

(

=

-?=

2
and using the formula

1= II l ~ + m"

wl

m > 1

one has .
A-

0

Z, =

~

Changing variables

const

r)[t) 5 / f j </^ m

sinh Vrnt ^

coshirm( - 2 £ l m £ /
(71)

Substituting (71) to (70) one gets the generalized Forman formula (41),

frfo - V>fo)

and integrating over i^oo one finally gets

7, — const t i

j

exp —

(70)

In tiie case of the integral Z\ the formula (69) yields
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